All About Me
My name is ...
This is my picture ...
This is my handprint ...
My favorite colors ...
I know these letters ...
I know these letters ...

(uppercase)
I know these letters ...

(lowercase)
I know these numbers ...
I know these shapes ...
I know these colors ...
This is my family ...
My favorite foods ...
My favorite animals ...
All About Me Book

Instructions: print pages out and have the children work on the pages one by one. We do this project over the course of a week. After book has been completed assemble the book and either staple or bind together.
Cover page: child colors person to look like them
My name is: write and decorate name
This is my picture: glue picture of child
This is my handprint: trace around and color or paint and press
My favorite colors: color in the three circles
I know these letters: cut and glue letters child can identify
I know these numbers: cut and glue numbers child can identify
I know these shapes: cut and glue shapes child can identify
I know these colors: cut and glue colors child can identify
This is my family: draw and color a picture of family
My favorite foods: cut and glue images (magazine or internet search)
My favorite animals: cut and glue images (magazine or internet search)